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This is the book that security professionals, security system installers and hobbyists have been waiting for. Paul Brookes launches straight into the practicalities of electronic surveillance with plenty of clear, detailed information on building the devices that are at the heart of surveillance and counter-surveillance. Self-build electronics projects are supported by principles and a brief survey of each type of device.

  The second edition of this popular handbook has been extended with new material on microphones, amplifiers and transmitters.

A step-by-step cookbook of electronic surveillance devices and techniques
Requires only a basic electronics background
Practical applications and guidance for security professionals     

       Chapter One is an introductory chapter outlining why various types of equipment are used, illustrated with two case histories. Chapter Two describes all types of device available, their performance and potential uses. The remainder of the book deals with actual circuit diagrams and construction techniques of various transmitters, recording switches and counter surveillance devices, and provides information on receiving equipment.

       About the Author
   
Paul Brookes has written several articles for magazines such as Practical Electronics, Everyday Electronics and Electronics Today International. For many years he designed, manufactured and retailed electronic kits for hobbyists specializing in radio communication and security devices. 
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Uveitis (Current Practices in Ophthalmology)Springer, 2019

	
		This book discusses the main clinical aspects of common uveitic infectious and non-infectious entities, the diagnostic work-up, and the treatment/management options based on the literature, where available, and clinical experience. Providing a quick reference guide to uveitis and retina fellows as well as general ophthalmologists, this...
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Design And Architectures For Digital Signal Processing (Hb 2014)InTech, 2014

	In the twenty-first century context, digital signal processing (DSP) is one of the most

	promising and powerful emerging technologies, which has caused revolutionary changes in

	a huge variety of applications. These include information technology, communications,

	consumer electronics, audio/video and speech processing, medicine,...
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Digital Communications: From E-Mail to the Cyber Community (The Digital World)Chelsea House Publications, 2010

	Between September 2006 and May 2007, the online networking site Facebook doubled its number of visitors to 26 million. Today, it has more than 300 million active users worldwide. Though Facebook is just one tool people use to connect with each other, the myriad of other Web sites such as MySpace and the estimated 2 billion cellphones in use...
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Novell Certified Linux Engineer (Novell CLE) Study GuideNovell Press, 2004
The Novell CLE Study Guide, the official study guide to Novell's Certified Linux Engineer (CLE) exam, meets the needs of those seeking to pass the Novell Certified Linux Engineer exam. The Novell CLE Study Guide provides deeper coverage of Nterprise Services for Linux components than...
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UML for the IT Business Analyst: A Practical Guide to Object-Oriented Requirements GatheringCourse Technology PTR, 2005
The IT Business Analyst is one of the fastest growing roles in the IT industry. Business Analysts are found in almost all large organizations and are important members of any IT team whether in the private or public sector. UML for the IT Business Analyst provides a clear, step-by-step guide to how the...
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Instant Migration to HTML5 and CSS3 How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Discover how to upgrade your existing website to the latest HTML5 and CSS3 standards


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn how to upgrade existing websites to HTML5 & CSS3 without changing appearance
	...
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